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Single Pouf small Pouf large

Description:
A sofa with heart...

This ingeniously simple modular sofa has been further developed with a super-simple finishing module shaped like half a

HEART module. There are many ways to use and combine this module with the sofa. It can be used to put the finishing

touch to the sofa in the form of a backrest, a pouf or even a table, as we have also designed a tray table in frosted

acrylic that fits the module.

Function:
The chair can be used either as a  chair with back rest or the removable back rest can be assembled so that the chair

can be converted into a large pouf / sitting element 75 x 133 cm.

The elements can be combined with a help of a Velcro that is mounted under the elements.

By combining the different elements with two, three or more the individual sitting facility is created.

The elements can be easily put together or separated to get new combinations.

Removable covers for cleaning and changing.

Sales Arguments:
Elegant lines.

Heart-formed profile.

Suits any place.

The back rest can be easily mounted in two positions either as a chair of a pouf.

The elements can be combined and fulfil individuals sitting wishes. 

The elements can be combined with many colours. 

Removable covers for cleaning and changing.

A large selection of fabric qualities and colours. 

Good sitting comfort.

High quality.

Design: Philip Bro
Philip Bro Ludvigsen was born in 1962 and is a graduate of Danmarks Designskole. 

He began his own design studio, philip bro design, in 1998. In his short career so far, he has designed an impressive

number of products and worked on projects ranging from large auditoriums to small candlesticks. He has enjoyed great

success with his UnderCover lamp range for Le Klint. Most recently, he developed the Twist range for Georg Jensen.
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Dimensions (cm):
 Single Pouf small Pouf large Tray

Length: 75 75 37 37.5

Depth: 108/130 78 128 45

Height: 72/38 38 38 3.5

Seat Height: 38 38 38

Packing Dimensions: 75x39x133 75x39x78 37x138x38

Colli: 1 1 1 1

Volume: 0.39 m³ 0.23 m³ 0.19 m³ 0.01 m³

Weight: 18 kg 6 kg

Additional Information:

Packing
Elements: 160 My PE plastic foil.

Tray table: Carton 7 mm. corrugated.

Assembly
None.

Cleaning
Brushing and vacuum-cleaning.

A cover is removable and can be dry-cleaned.

Upholstery
Chair / seat:

Top: Cold foam 35 kg/m3 + 200 g. polyesterfiber.

Bottom: PU-foam 30 kg/m3 + 200 g. polyesterfiber.

Chair / back rest:

PU-foam 30 kg/m3 + 200 g. polyesterfiber.

Polyurethane foam tested according to Øko-tex 100.

Elements
Chair / Single element.

Pouf.

Finishing element.

Tray table.

Traytable
5 mm Acrylic frosted.
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